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dreiklang+ is a high-quality children`s chair 
from the product family dreiklang. 

Wether in the living room, in the hotel 
lobby, lounges, cafes or offices - its organic 
shape with its flexible back invites you to 
sit and relax.

It is light weight, flexible and can be moved 
easily.

It is available in 33 different colors and 
therefore suitable for many occasions and 
various interiors. It comes with removable, 
washable covers.

The fabrics by the Danish company 
Kvadrat are very durable.
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Childrens armchair
Product informations

Dimensions: ( h x b x l ): 58 x 50 x 71 cm

Weight: 3.9 kg

Materials upholstery fabric:
From Kvadrat: Plot **
Foam / according to Oeko Tex Standard 100 certified

Production: in small craft enterprises in Berlin

Age: 5 + yrs

View the instructions on the label

  * The colors my differ from the original. Please use the material  
     samples as reference.
  **  100 % Trevira CS, Öko-Tex Standard 100
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Plot

Plot by the danish company Kvadrat consists of 100% 
Trevira CS.

It is characterized by high durability.

The images of the colors may differ from the original. Please use the material  
samples as reference. Other colors on request. Oeko-Tex Standard certified
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Fabrics

The fabrics are removable, washable and, due to their elasticity, adjust 
well to the organic shape of the chair.

A pattern of colored topstitching is added to highlight the seating 
surfaces and increase the flexibility.

Protective strips made of Cordura, a high-strength and water-repellent 
material, are stitched underneath the chair. 



Production

Our chairs are manufactured with great care and 
professionalism in small craft enterprises in Berlin.

We pay attention to the durability and the best 
possible environmental compatibility of our products.

Important NOTE:
All technical information in this catalog refer to the period prior to printing. 
Dimensions are approximate. Errors excepted. We reserve the right for subsequent 
changes. All rights reserved. The products are protected by copyright. 
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